


JournallingJournalling

>What are some simple practices you can commit to that will>What are some simple practices you can commit to that will
support your self care as it relates to ritualsupport your self care as it relates to ritual
> How do you feel in carving time for yourself in this special and> How do you feel in carving time for yourself in this special and
unique wayunique way
>Thinking about natures cycles, archetypes, the elements, the>Thinking about natures cycles, archetypes, the elements, the
lunar and seasons, give an example of how you may integratelunar and seasons, give an example of how you may integrate
these into a personal practice so that you too are syncing withthese into a personal practice so that you too are syncing with
naturenature
> Write a letter, affirmation, mantra, prayer to your maiden,> Write a letter, affirmation, mantra, prayer to your maiden,
mother, or crone, that you may use to support yourself inmother, or crone, that you may use to support yourself in
personal ceremony. This practice supports healthy boundarypersonal ceremony. This practice supports healthy boundary
setting. Here are some promptssetting. Here are some prompts

Dear Wild Maiden....Dear Wild Maiden....
I am the priestess of...... (me, wild places, the fringes, theI am the priestess of...... (me, wild places, the fringes, the
oceans, streams and mountains)oceans, streams and mountains)
I am calling in..... (what does your heart truly desire)I am calling in..... (what does your heart truly desire)
I am building my temple for (your altar, your space for)I am building my temple for (your altar, your space for)
This is my year and I will......This is my year and I will......

> Craft a ceremonial space in your home or garden, take a> Craft a ceremonial space in your home or garden, take a
picture and submit along with your journal prompt assignmentpicture and submit along with your journal prompt assignment

Thankyou for trusting in yourself and all that is seen, felt, heard,Thankyou for trusting in yourself and all that is seen, felt, heard,
and not.and not.  

IIn addition, my beautiful mentor, and wild sister Jessi Magik,n addition, my beautiful mentor, and wild sister Jessi Magik,
from Wild Essence is the witch ritual queen. If you feel called tofrom Wild Essence is the witch ritual queen. If you feel called to
delve deeper into practice, I highly recommend you follow herdelve deeper into practice, I highly recommend you follow her
work.work.    Danielle Dulsky, author of the Holy Wild is also a wonderDanielle Dulsky, author of the Holy Wild is also a wonder
resource if you are interested in delving deeper into the world ofresource if you are interested in delving deeper into the world of
reclaiming the shadow work and the dark feminine.reclaiming the shadow work and the dark feminine.  

I also offer 1:1 ceremony crafting for specific intentions where II also offer 1:1 ceremony crafting for specific intentions where I
use depending upon the ceremony, sigil, egg shells, string,use depending upon the ceremony, sigil, egg shells, string,
knots and a whole lot of fun. Connect in with me again if youknots and a whole lot of fun. Connect in with me again if you
are called toare called to

I am grateful for youI am grateful for you

Blessings dear sisterBlessings dear sister
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